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CEO Benchmarking
Report 2021
160 CEOs reveal their top concerns and priorities in a post-COVID
remote world. Find out what’s caused executive teams to struggle
in 2020—and what they’re doing to build dream teams that get
along and get the job done in the year to come.

Understanding the future of
leadership, teaming, remote work,
and strategy
In September 2020, The Predictive Index surveyed 160 CEOs about their top priorities and concerns.
Their answers provide a window into the minds of executive leaders during one of the most trying times
in recent history.
COVID-19 has upended the nature of work. Employees are burnt out and disengaged after months of
dealing with increased workloads, altered business strategies, and ambiguity. Parents are camped out
at the kitchen table, trying to concentrate on work while their children are remote learning beside them.
Essential workers are servicing their community while wearing masks and worrying about getting sick.
And entire industries are preparing for a future where remote work isn’t a stopgap but a permanent
reality.
For CEOs, these are unique challenges—and they beg important questions. How are CEOs feeling, months
into the pandemic? How’s senior leadership holding up? Are teams prepared for the work ahead? The
following study dug deep into these issues, revealing a common thread: Executive and critical teams are
struggling to get along and deliver on strategy.
With 2020 nearly in the rearview mirror, CEOs are focusing on what’s ahead. The stakes are high, there’s
work to do, and teams must accomplish more with less. To succeed, leaders will need to rely on their
people more than ever and build dream teams that get the work done—no matter what the future holds.
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After reading this report, you’ll
understand what’s stressing
CEOs—and why team cohesion
is a top priority.
MWE[LSPIRI[FEPPKEQIJSV')3WERHXLIMVXIEQW8LIƼRHMRKWMRXLMWVITSVX[MPPSTIR]SYVI]IW
to the unique challenges executives are facing in a post-COVID world. You’ll discover what’s fracturing
senior leadership and why team cohesion is critical to success. You’ll also learn how to build dream
teams that work like magic—using talent optimization.
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Team stress
and the need
for cohesion
“The coronavirus has put an unprecedented
strain on executives and their people. Teams
that overcome the stress and grow closer in
spite of it will be all the stronger for it.”
- Allison Siminovsky, Ph.D. Director of People Science at The Predictive Index
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Executives are leading all-new
teams.
69% of companies restructured their teams during the pandemic.
While COVID-19 has radically altered life at home, it’s also forced companies to make tough decisions
about their workforce and teams. The study began by asking CEOs to what degree the pandemic has
forced their business to restructure. Sixty-nine percent of those surveyed said their company suffered
layoffs or furloughs since March 2020. Of the organizations that restructured, 28% let go at least onefourth of the company.

What percentage of your company’s employees have been laid off or furloughed since March 2020?

31%

26%

10% or fewer
11-25%
26-50%

13%

15%
15%

51% or greater
We have not laid off or
furloughed any employees
since March 2020.

Key takeaway: It’s no surprise employee productivity is a major concern for CEOs. Layoffs bring feelings
of anxiety and guilt for employees who remain. Also, restructuring means new teams are formed—and
thus, new people problems to address.
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Remote work is here to stay.
97% of CEOs are allowing some degree of remote work moving
forward.
Teams aren’t just new—they’re virtual. And for most CEOs, it’s clear there’s no turning back. When asked
what their plans are for remote work moving forward, 76% of CEOs said they’ll allow remote work on a
full-time basis “for all or most employees.” An overwhelming 97% of companies will allow remote work in
some form moving forward.

Moving forward, we plan on allowing remote work:

Full-time for all or most employees

On a case-by-case basis

Part-time for all or most employees

Not at all

76%
13%
8%
3%

Key takeaway: Once considered a perk only progressive companies offered, remote work has become
the new normal. Not only does remote work change how teams communicate and collaborate; it can
HIGVIEWIIQTPS]IIWƅGSRƼHIRGI in the strategy.
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CEOs’ No. 1 challenge is helping their
remote teams work well together.
51% of CEOs cited “working well remotely” as a top hurdle.
Companies may be committed to remote work, but that doesn’t mean the shift has been easy. The study
asked CEOs to list their three biggest challenges in this new normal. More than half of the respondents
selected Working well remotely. It was the most popular response by a wide margin.
The second-most popular response was Finding the right talent (25%). Compared to the 2019 CEO
Benchmarking Report, that’s a decrease of 12%.

As CEO, which of the following are your biggest challenges?

Working well remotely

51%
n/a

Finding the right talent

25%
37%

Building better operational processes

% Total 2020

24%
28%

% Total 2019

Key takeaway:0EWX]IEVƼRHMRKXLIVMKLXXEPIRX[EWXLI2S')3GLEPPIRKI&YX[MXL'3:-(ERH
the economic downturn, CEOs have had to cut costs and reduce spending—and that means many
companies have had to slow or freeze hiring.
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CEOs are most concerned about
employee productivity.
56% of CEOs say employee performance is of high concern.
The study continued by asking CEOs what’s keeping them up at night. In the 2019 CEO Benchmarking
Report, the top answer among respondents was Employee performance and productivity. Thirty-six
percent stated it was of high concern.
That sentiment skyrocketed in 2020—56% of CEOs now say employee performance is a top concern.
This worry comes amid the brand-new challenge of COVID-19. Forty-eight percent of CEOs say
they’ve lost sleep over how the virus is impacting their business. They’re also worried about Customer
satisfaction, which saw an 8% increase from 2019.

Which of the following are of high concern to you?
Employee performance and productivity

COVID-19

48%
n/a

Customer satisfaction

% Total 2020

56%
36%

34%
26%
% Total 2019

Key takeaway: As municipalities struggle to rein in the virus, CEOs are stressing over their employees
ERHGYWXSQIVW'3:-(LEWQEHIMXHMƾGYPXXSIEVRERHOIITRI[FYWMRIWW1SVIXLERIZIV')3WEVI
looking to retain the customers they have—and optimize their talent for 2021.
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Senior leaders are struggling with
team cohesion.
Since the pandemic began, fewer CEOs believe their teams have
strong cohesion.
CEOs were presented with the following statement and asked to respond via a 5-point Likert scale
(1=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=neither agree nor disagree, 4=agree, 5= strongly agree): My team has
strong cohesion. Researchers had them give two answers: one for how they were feeling at the time of
the study (September 2020) and another for how they felt back in March 2020.
As of September, 78% of CEOs believed their executive team had strong cohesion. That’s a 10% decrease
from March 2020. And the difference was even starker among CEOs who “strongly agreed” with the
statement: Only 41% strongly agreed, down 17% from March.

58%

41%

37%
30%

March 2020

17%
3% 3%

3% 3%

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

September 2020

7%
Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

My team has strong cohesion.
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Remote work is amplifying the
lack of cohesion.
The closer organizations are to being fully remote, the more
WMKRMƼGERXXLIMVGSLIWMSRMWWYIW
Researchers also wanted to better understand how remote work has impacted the effectiveness of
executive teams. First, researchers asked CEOs whether at least 90% of their employees were currently
working remotely full-time. Then, they asked a series of questions related to team performance.
8LIƼRHMRKWWXSSHSYXMQQIHMEXIP]%WWLS[RMRXLIXEFPIFIPS[')3W[LSWISTIVEXMSRWEVIEPQSWX
entirely remote tend to experience greater team struggles than CEOs with less-distributed teams.

Do you agree with the following statement?
My team produces high-quality ideas to advance the business’s goals.

Team members struggle with setting direction on their own.

Team members struggle with managerial responsibilities.

87%
77%
28%
64%
38%
63%

Less than 90% of employees are fully remote
90% or more employees are fully remote

Key takeaway:6IQSXI[SVOGEQISYXSJPIJXƼIPHJSVQSWX')3W)ZIREQSRKPIEHMRKXIGLGSQTERMIW
odds are these organizations had never gone completely remote. Following such a drastic shift under
short notice, senior teams are still acclimating to the current world of perpetual Slack messaging and
Zoom meetings.
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')3WPEGOGSRƼHIRGIMRXLIMV
remote teams.
CEOs that lead remote teams are more likely to doubt the team’s
ability to hit strategic goals.
%WVIQSXI[SVOHMWVYTXWXLI[E]XIEQW[SVOMXƅWEPWSIVSHMRKXLIGSRƼHIRGI')3WLEZIMRXLIMVXIEQW
XSKIXXLEX[SVOHSRI6IWIEVGLIVWEWOIH')3WLS[GSRƼHIRXXLI]EVIMRXLIMVI\IGYXMZIXIEQƅWEFMPMX]XS
deliver on short- and long-term strategic goals. As shown below, CEOs that lead almost entirely remote
teams are more likely to doubt their team’s ability than CEOs with less-distributed teams.

Do you agree with the following statement?

I am confident in the ability of my team to meet the company’s short-term goals.

I am confident in the ability of my team to meet the company’s long-term goals.

87%
82%
94%
81%

Less than 90% of employees are fully remote
90% or more employees are fully remote
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8IEQGSRƽMGXWXIQWJVSQTISTPI
problems.
 SJ')3WWE]GSRƽMGXXMIWFEGOXSMRXIVTIVWSREPWXVYKKPIW
;LIRGSLIWMSRMWERMWWYIGSRƽMGXX]TMGEPP]MWRƅXJEVFILMRH6IWIEVGLIVWEWOIH')3WXLEXLEZI
I\TIVMIRGIHXIEQGSRƽMGXXSHIWGVMFI[LEXMXQSWXSJXIRVIPEXIWXS;LMPIETSVXMSRSJ')3WXMIHGSRƽMGX
to competing goals or contrasting views of how work gets done, the largest proportion—36%—said
GSRƽMGXXMIWFEGOXSMRXIVTIVWSREPWXVYKKPIW

;LIRQ]XIEQJEGIWGSRƽMGXMXMWQSWXSJXIRVIPEXIHXS

Interpersonal struggles

Which strategies and goals to pursue

How to go about accomplishing our work

The intended outcomes of our work

36%
31%
23%
11%

Key takeaway:;LIRXLIVIƅWMRƼKLXMRK[MXLMRXIEQWXLIQSWXGSQQSRGEYWIWEVIRƅXFYWMRIWWMWWYIW
FYXTISTPISRIW7S[LIRXV]MRKXSWSPZIXLIWITVSFPIQWMXƅWGVMXMGEPXSXEOIETISTPIƼVWXETTVSEGL
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CEOs are spending precious time
mediating people issues.
 SJ')3WEHQMXXLI]QIHMEXIMRXIVTIVWSREPGSRƽMGXEXPIEWX
monthly.
These team cohesion issues aren’t just prevalent; for many CEOs, they’re exhausting. Researchers
provided CEOs the following statement and asked them to respond via a 5-point Likert scale (1=strongly
disagree, 2=disagree, 3=neither agree nor disagree, 4=agree, 5= strongly agree): I mediate interpersonal
GSRƽMGXEQSRKXIEQQIQFIVWEXPIEWXSRGIEQSRXL Fifty-eight percent of respondents either “agreed”
or “strongly agreed.”

-QIHMEXIMRXIVTIVWSREPGSRƽMGXEQSRKXIEQQIQFIVWEXPIEWXSRGIEQSRXL

28%

14%
10%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither Agree nor Disagree

30%

18%

Disagree
Strongly Disagree

Key takeaway: Critical team issues require critical attention—but CEOs are busy, especially amid a
TERHIQMG-JPIEHIVWLMTXIEQWEVII\TIVMIRGMRKGSRƽMGXERHXLI')3MWJSVGIHXSQIHMEXIXLEXƅWXMQI
and energy that could be spent on other needs of the business.
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Executive
strategy and
the work to
be done
“COVID forced organizations to learn
and adapt. For 2021, CEOs must build on
those learnings—and ensure their teams
are equipped for the work ahead.”
- Mike Zani, CEO at The Predictive Index

The Predictive Index | Annual
2020 Report:
CEO Benchmarking
The Impact ofReport
Behavioral
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Most CEOs overhauled their
business strategy in 2020.
96% of CEOs shifted strategic direction in some way since
COVID-19.
CEOs have had to navigate entirely new business circumstances due to the pandemic. From supply chain
HMWVYTXMSRWXSIZSPZIHFY]IVG]GPIW'3:-(HMHRƅXNYWXEPXIVXLIPERHWGETIMXVIHIƼRIHMX%RH')3W
adapted.
The study asked CEOs to answer the following: To what extent has the strategic direction of your
company shifted since March 2020? A whopping 96% of respondents said they changed direction due to
the pandemic, with 50% indicating their strategy shifted to a “great” extent.

To what extent has the strategic direction of your company shifted since March 2020?

To a great extent

To a moderate extent

To a small extent

Not at all
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36%
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CEOs are laser-focused on
strategy development.
53% of CEOs say strategy development is their No. 1 priority.
Companies have generally stabilized since the onset of the pandemic. But just because the crisis has
eased, that doesn’t mean the hard work stops. When asked what is their No. 1 priority moving forward,
53% of CEOs said Strategy development, an increase of 14% from the 2019 CEO Benchmarking Report.
Another 20% of CEOs said Operational execution was their top priority—a sign that teams are prioritizing
XLIUYEPMX]ERHIƾGMIRG]SJI\MWXMRKXIEQWERHSJJIVMRKW-RXIVIWXMRKP]SRP] SJ')3WWEMHTalent
strategy—a 13% decline from 2019.

As a leader, you have many important areas of focus. Which of the following is your #1 priority?
Strategy development

53%
39%

Operational execution

20%
16%

Talent strategy

% Total 2020

17%
30%
% Total 2019

Key takeaway: As organizations look to bounce back from 2020 stronger, many CEOs have ambitious
goals. While achieving them requires a strong business strategy, executives can’t afford to neglect talent
strategy. Businesses don’t run themselves; people do. And that means building a talent strategy that
prepares employees for the work ahead.
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Employees are less clear on strategy.
Fewer CEOs believe their employees understand the mission and
strategy now than before the pandemic.
As CEOs make critical decisions about the future of their business, the shift in strategy hasn’t been
without bumps in the road. Respondents were presented with the following statement and asked to
respond via a 5-point Likert scale (1=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=neither agree nor disagree, 4=agree,
5= strongly agree): Employees across the company clearly understand the company’s mission and
strategy. Researchers asked CEOs to answer twice: once for how they’re feeling now (September 2020)
and again for how they felt back in March 2020.
As of September, 83% of CEOs said their employees are clear on the strategy. That’s a 4% decline since
March—and an indication there’s growing confusion among employees about the mission at hand.

Employees across the company clearly understand the company’s mission and strategy.

87%
March 2020

83%
September 2020

Key takeaway: When COVID set in, CEOs and their teams had to move quickly to adapt, stabilize, and
survive. When senior leadership is making major decisions at lightning speed, it’s easy for middle
managers to lose clarity—especially in a remote environment. As companies recover and set their sights
on thriving in 2021, clear direction is more important than ever.
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Lack of strategic clarity runs deep
within the organization.
Less than 80% of CEOs believe in their employees’ ability to
communicate the strategy to others.
Researchers had CEOs answer another statement, again asking them to respond via a 5-point Likert
scale (1=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=neither agree nor disagree, 4=agree, 5= strongly agree):
Employees across the company are able to effectively communicate the company’s mission and
strategy to others. Only 79% of CEOs agreed with the statement, down 4% from March.

Employees across the company are able to effectively communicate
the company’s mission and strategy to others.

83%
March 2020

79%
September 2020

Key takeaway: Executing strategy can often feel like a game of telephone: If middle managers aren’t
clear on the direction up top, that confusion will only amplify further down the org. Senior leaders must
communicate clearly and regularly with the talent responsible for executing strategy. Otherwise, the
work will never get done.
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Building
dream teams
with talent
optimization
ƈ7IRMSVPIEHIVWLMTWLSYPHJIIPGSRƼHIRXMX
has the right teams to execute on strategy.
With talent optimization, the path to designing
those dream teams is clearer than ever.”
- Daniel Muzquiz, President at The Predictive Index
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Unlock the magic of dream teams.
It’s no secret that people are pivotal to business success. In the 2020 State of Talent Optimization
Report, researchers uncovered the positive results businesses achieve when they align their business
strategy with a matching talent strategy.
That’s talent optimization: a powerful discipline that helps leaders put people in the right places, at the
right times, for the right business needs. It relies on objective people data, such as cognitive ability and
FILEZMSVEPƼX&]PIZIVEKMRKXLIWIHEXETSMRXWPIEHIVWGERFYMPHHVIEQXIEQWXLEXEVIGSLIWMZIXVYWXMRK
and intentionally designed to tackle the work at hand.
Learn more about talent optimization, and the dream teams it helps build, in the pages below.
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Senior leaders want to improve
people relationships.

66%

of CEOs say their leadership teams promote a culture of longXIVQEƾPMEXMSR
Most executive teams recognize the need for talent optimization, even if they don’t know it by name.
Researchers asked CEOs to answer the following: Which of the following best describes the culture
of your current executive team? Sixty-six percent of CEOs selected: Enhancing the quality of working
VIPEXMSRWLMTWVSFYWXHIZIPSTQIRXERHQIRXSVWLMTSTTSVXYRMXMIWERHPSRKXIVQEƾPMEXMSR

Key takeaway: Talent optimization focuses on a business’s most expensive and powerful asset—people.
%RH')3WVIGSKRM^IXLEXTS[IVXSS(IWTMXIXLIMRXIVTIVWSREPGSRƽMGXI\IGYXMZIXIEQWJEGIXLI
majority of CEOs are committed to the long-term mentorship and development of their people.
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Most CEOs need outside help with
talent optimization.

91%

said they needed outside help with both business and talent
strategies in the past six months.
CEOs don’t just recognize the need to optimize their talent; they also need help doing so.
Researchers asked CEOs to what extent they’ve needed external help with their business and talent
strategies in the past six months. The trends were clear on both sides of the strategic fence: Ninety-four
percent of CEOs said they needed help with business strategy, and 91% with talent strategy.
;LMPIXLIWIEPSRIEVIGVMXMGEPƼRHMRKWXLI]PIEHXSWSQIXLMRKIZIRQSVIWXVMOMRKNinety-one percent of
CEOs indicated they needed help with both business and talent strategies. Talent optimization hinges
on aligning both sides of the equation—so the fact CEOs are struggling with both shows how valuable an
outside perspective can be.
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CEOs want help inspiring
performance and leadership.
58% of CEOs say they could use consultant help to improve
employee performance.
The study had CEOs elaborate on how they might leverage outside help moving forward. Researchers
asked them the following: %WSJ7ITXIQFIVMR[LMGLEVIEWGSYPH]SYFIRIƼXJVSQEGSRWYPXERX
to help with talent strategy? The most popular response was Employee performance (58%), followed by
Leadership development (48%) and Succession planning (36%).
CEOs don’t just want to inspire employees for the here and now. They want to develop future leaders—
ones that will continue to drive the organization forward. And, these executives need a consultant to help
them do so.
%WSJ7ITXIQFIVMR[LMGLEVIEWGSYPH]SYFIRIƼXJVSQE
consultant to help with talent strategy? Select all that apply.

Employee performance

Leadership development

Succession planning

Employee engagement

58%
48%
36%
30%

Key takeaway: Talent optimization is a comprehensive discipline. With CEOs’ time split between strategy
development and daily operations, they can’t achieve talent optimization alone. Instead, CEOs should
invest in a talent optimization consultant who’s trained to interpret people data—and build dream teams
that get the work done.
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Designing dream teams, made easy.
Between navigating the pandemic, the economy, and a remote future, CEOs have critical business
problems to solve. But their people issues aren’t going away—and the need for cohesion can’t be
overstated.
;MXLXLILIPTSJE4-'IVXMƼIHXEPIRXSTXMQM^EXMSRGSRWYPXERX')3WGERXYVRER]XIEQMRXSEHVIEQXIEQ
)EGL4-GSRWYPXERXMWGIVXMƼIHMR8LI4VIHMGXMZI-RHI\TPEXJSVQERHMWIUYMTTIH[MXLWGMIRGIFEGOIH
VIGSQQIRHEXMSRWXSLIPTWIRMSVPIEHIVWERHGVMXMGEPXIEQWFYMPHGSLIWMSRERHVIHYGIGSRƽMGX
Through an initial 1:1 strategy session, a PI consultant helps CEOs uncover their unique Team Type.
This designation helps CEOs better understand the behavioral makeup of their team. For example, one
executive team may discover it’s a Cultivating Team. These teams strive for consensus, prioritize group
decision-making, and put a premium on interpersonal relationships.
Through this revealing process, CEOs and their teams will discover their natural superpowers, as well
as any caution areas. They’ll also learn how these strengths and weaknesses map back to the business
strategy. Take the Cultivating Team from before: The team may value consensus, but if the strategy
requires quick decision-making, consensus won’t always be possible.
By understanding how team behaviors impact the work to be done, leaders can gain renewed clarity and
GSRƼHIRGIEFSYXXLIVSEHELIEHƂERHVIOMRHPIXLIQEKMGSJEXVYIHVIEQXIEQ
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Conclusion: Dream teams get the
work done—so you can focus on
strategy.
'3:-(LEWQEHIMXQSVIHMƾGYPXXSIEVRERHOIITRI[FYWMRIWW1SVIXLERIZIV')3WEVIPSSOMRKXS
retain the customers they have while also getting the most out of the people they have.
8SWXE]EƽSEX SJGSQTERMIWVIWXVYGXYVIHXLIMVXIEQWWMRGI1EVGL1ER]SXLIVW[IVIJSVGIH
into remote work. Major changes like these pile stress on even the strongest of teams—especially when
compounded by personal worries and challenges.
Despite the interpersonal disconnect and strain most teams are facing right now—whether remote or
otherwise—the majority of CEOs are committed to making remote work a success. Ninety-seven percent
plan to allow remote work beyond the pandemic. They understand that the future of work has changed
forever, and they know they must adapt to remain competitive.
Yet good intentions aren’t enough to get stuck teams unstuck. To improve team collaboration,
communication, and cohesion in a meaningful way, CEOs must take a new approach to talent strategy:
one that requires understanding themselves, their teams, and their strategy—together.

Make remote work.
Bring back the excitement. Inspire your team to crush their goals. Feel the joy of working on a team that
trusts each other. You’ve felt the magic of being on a dream team before, and you’re about to feel that
magic again.

Learn More
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Key takeaways
•

As municipalities struggle to rein in the virus, CEOs are stressing over their employees and
GYWXSQIVW'3:-(LEWQEHIMXHMƾGYPXXSIEVRERHOIITRI[FYWMRIWW1SVIXLERIZIV')3WEVI
looking to retain the customers they have—and optimize their talent for 2021.

•

It’s no surprise employee productivity is a major concern for CEOs. Layoffs bring feelings of anxiety
and guilt for employees who remain. Also, restructuring means new teams are formed—and thus,
new people problems to address.

•

Once considered a perk only progressive companies offered, remote work has become the new
normal. Not only does remote work change how teams communicate and collaborate; it can
decrease employees’GSRƼHIRGI in the strategy.

•

0EWX]IEVƼRHMRKXLIVMKLXXEPIRX[EWXLI2S')3GLEPPIRKI&YX[MXL'3:-(ERHXLIIGSRSQMG
downturn, CEOs have had to cut costs and reduce spending—and that means many companies have
had to slow or freeze hiring.

•

6IQSXI[SVOGEQISYXSJPIJXƼIPHJSVQSWX')3W)ZIREQSRKPIEHMRKXIGLGSQTERMIWSHHWEVI
these organizations had never gone completely remote. Following such a drastic shift under short
notice, senior teams are still acclimating to the current world of perpetual Slack messaging and
Zoom meetings.

•

;LIRXLIVIƅWMRƼKLXMRK[MXLMRXIEQWXLIQSWXGSQQSRGEYWIWEVIRƅXFYWMRIWWMWWYIWFYXTISTPI
SRIW7S[LIRXV]MRKXSWSPZIXLIWITVSFPIQWMXƅWGVMXMGEPXSXEOIETISTPIƼVWXETTVSEGL

•

Critical team issues require critical attention—but CEOs are busy, especially amid a pandemic. If
PIEHIVWLMTXIEQWEVII\TIVMIRGMRKGSRƽMGXERHXLI')3MWJSVGIHXSQIHMEXIXLEXƅWXMQIERHIRIVK]
that could be spent on other needs of the business.
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•

As organizations look to bounce back from 2020 stronger, many CEOs have ambitious goals. While
achieving them requires a strong business strategy, executives can’t afford to neglect talent strategy.
Businesses don’t run themselves; people do. And that means building a talent strategy that prepares
employees for the work ahead.

•

When COVID set in, CEOs and their teams had to move quickly to adapt, stabilize, and survive. When
senior leadership is making major decisions at lightning speed, it’s easy for middle managers to lose
clarity—especially in a remote environment. As companies recover and set their sights on thriving in
2021, clear direction is more important than ever.

•

Executing strategy can often feel like a game of telephone: If middle managers aren’t clear on
the direction up top, that confusion will only amplify further down the org. Senior leaders must
communicate clearly and regularly with the talent responsible for executing strategy. Otherwise, the
work will never get done.

•

Talent optimization focuses on a business’s most expensive and powerful asset—people. And CEOs
VIGSKRM^IXLEXTS[IVXSS(IWTMXIXLIMRXIVTIVWSREPGSRƽMGXI\IGYXMZIXIEQWJEGIXLIQENSVMX]SJ
CEOs are committed to the long-term mentorship and development of their people.

•

Talent optimization is a comprehensive discipline. With CEOs’ time split between strategy
development and daily operations, they can’t achieve talent optimization alone. Instead, CEOs should
invest in a talent optimization consultant who’s trained to interpret people data—and build dream
teams that get the work done.
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Study methodology
8LMWVITSVX[EWHIZIPSTIH[MXLWGMIRXMƼGVMKSV
Good surveys begin with identifying the population of interest. Because we wanted to explore the
TVEGXMGIWSJTISTPI[LSHMVIGXP]WIXERHMRƽYIRGIFYWMRIWWERHXEPIRXWXVEXIKMIW[ITEVXRIVIH[MXL
Qualtrics, an organization that specializes in surveying executive audiences. The research sample was
VIWXVMGXIHXSGLMIJI\IGYXMZISƾGIVWTVIWMHIRXWERHGLEMVTISTPIEX97GSQTERMIW[MXL
employees.
We developed the survey questions according to best practices in survey research, ensuring they were
clear, concise, and understandable by people with a variety of backgrounds. Questions had response
formats designed to balance the richness of data to be collected with the ease of responding. The
XSTMGW[IVIWIPIGXIHFEWIHSREWIXSJVIWIEVGLUYIWXMSRWMHIRXMƼIHF]WYFNIGXQEXXIVI\TIVXWEW
being relevant to emerging trends in executive leadership and strategic planning since the onset of the
COVID-19 crisis. Together, all of this encouraged participant engagement and high-quality responses
while collecting in-depth information about team cohesion and performance.
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